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I Am A Successful Business Owner That's Experiencing Ground-Breaking Results! I wrote this
book for business owners to begin speaking powerful words over their businesses. 100 Decrees
To Breakthrough In Business is a book that every Christian business owner needs in their
arsenal. It guides you on how to affirm and decree biblical principles over your business, and it
will awaken your activation to get things done.
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reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form
or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods,
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by permission. All rights reserved.Edited by: Angela Edwards — PearlyGatesPublishing.com
Formatting by: Ya Ya Ya Creative — yayayacreative.comDedicationThis book is dedicated to the
Breakthrough Coaching & Leadership Academy. From its inception, the business has stretched
me beyond what I believed possible. I thank God for every student we had the opportunity to
train, coach, and certify.IntroductionOne thing I know with surety is this: “Your Mouth Will Decide
Your Seasons.” When you speak your spirit, humankind begins to both believe and align with
your spoken words. Once that happens, your mind is strengthened and can begin to activate
and execute. You shall decree a thing, and it will be set, rooted, in place, and established.For
four years, my phone’s alarm was set for 11:00 a.m. EST daily, and it was titled “Confession
Time.” At the time, I was making only $13.69 per hour on my job, yet I knew what it felt like to
launch a business on a WORD. I knew what it felt like to launch a business in faith with a made-
up mind that failure was not an option. I built my business and lifestyle on a word and belief,
decreeing that one day, I would make six figures, travel the world, and coach women of all races
and ethnicities.And so, I repeat: “Your Mouth Will Decide Your Seasons”!
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Dangerous Prayers from the Courts of Heaven that Destroy Evil Altars: Establishing the Legal
Framework for Closing Demonic Entryways and Breaking Generational Chains of Darkness
Exposing the Spiritual Roots of Disease: Powerful Answers to Your Questions About Healing
and Disease Prevention Decrees for Your Financial Breakthrough: Decree a thing and it will be
established - Job 22:28
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cole, “Truly Changed the Trajectory of my Business. I bought this book and committed myself to
saying these declarations and decrees daily. I used to think that when our elders would say,
"your words have power", they were just being old. Little did I know it was wisdom. In this book,
Lakeisha Dixon has infused wisdom from the Holy Spirit and shared it with us. Honestly, within 3
days of saying these prayers, declarations and decrees, my business experienced some "and
suddenlies". Our Words do have power and this book gets us on the right track by 1st giving us
an understanding, but also Words that will see manifestation in our lives. I bought this book and
have gifted (and PAID for...don't block your blessings now!) it to several business owners. I will
continue to do so. This book is essential to your business, just as much as any planning, if not
more. Get this book, buy it for others. It will make a mark in your life, your business and your
legacy. I go through this book daily and don't feel centered on days were I don't do it 1st thing.
Buy it!”

The book by Lakeisha  Dixon has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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